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TERM 1
Weeks in 

term
weeks of 
teaching

Weeks of 
unit

TERM 1

10 weeks Reaction Rates

Relationship
s

Consequences
Interaction

Scientific and 
technical 
innovation

Technology manipulates 
reactions to benefit humans.

How does a 
catalyst affect 

the rate of 
reaction?

        How does 
the interaction 

of particles 
affect the rate of 

a reaction?
        What 

determines the 
limit to which 

you can 
increase the 

rate of a 
reaction?

        How have 
economic 

issues driven 
the increased 
reliance on 
catalysts?

        Modern 
economies are 
reliant on the 

use of catalysts  

        A test
        B: Rate of 
reaction (choice 
of factor)
        C Rate of 
reaction (choice 
of factor)

        A test
        B: Rate of 

reaction (choice of 
factor)

        C Rate of 
reaction (choice of 

factor)

-        organization
-        collaboration 

collision theory
catalyst

temperature dependant
KE proportional to temp

reactions
surface area of a reactant

calculating rates
balancing equations 

Calculating concentration of 
solution

Experimental 
techniques

TERM 2

10 weeks

Waves Change

consequence
evidence

movement

Scientific and 
technical 
innovation

Humans manipulate wave 
behaviour to develop new 

technologies.

What are the 
main properties 

of waves?
How are waves 

reflected, 
refracted and 

diffracted?

What is sound?

Are 
electromagnetic 

waves 
hazardous to 
human life?

A - Waves test
B - instrument 

lab
C - critical angle

A - Waves test
B - instrument lab
C - critical angle -        organization

-        collaboration 

wavelength, amplitude, period, 
frequency

wave speed and energy
transverse v longitudinal

wave equation
diffraction
refraction
reflection

waves (longitudinal and transverse 
waves, sound waves, wave 

phenomena and wave equation)

TERM 3

11 weeks

Organic fuels (‘Black 
Gold’) Form

Patterns
Transformations

Globalization 
and 
sustainability

The transformation of oil into 
an extensive array of 

products creates 
opportunities and tension. 

F: What are the 
general organic 

families?

C:  How can 
patterns within 

organic 
molecules be 
used to make 
predictions?

D: Why is oil 
considered 

“black gold”?

A - Test
D - Products 
made from oil

(could do B - 
burning fuels)

A - Test
D - Products made 

from oil

(could do B - burning 
fuels)

communication
-        exchanging 

thoughts, messages & 
information
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TERM 4

11 weeks

Biomechanics 
(possible IDU with 
PE)

Change

Movement
Energy
Form

Scientific and 
technical 

innovation 

Science can be used to 
analyse the relationship 

between energy and 
movement in order to refine 
the form of our performance.

B: factors 
affecting 
sprinting/ 
shotput

C: factors 
affecting 
sprinting/ 
shotput

B: factors affecting 
sprinting/ shotput

C: factors affecting 
sprinting/ shotput

Critical Thinking
Research

Vector vs scalar
displacement

velocity
acceleration

gravitational force
momentum

KE
GPE

Newton’s Laws
forces (motion, Newton’s laws, 
pressure; energy sources and 

conservation of energy; 
power and efficiency; energy 
transfer and transformation 

[including heat])


